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(raw material, sucrose, and gelling agent), packaging and
pasteurization of finite product. A product with
programmed sweet taste grade has been obtained, which
iis included in the limits of 15 up to 20 units, depending
on total acidity, pH value of the raw material and on the
dry substance content hydro soluble in jam, comfiture.

Class no. 3

MD.10.

Title
Device of control and maintenance of the thermal
regime in stratification installations.

Authors
DOROGAN Valerian; ZAPOROJAN Sergiu;
MUNTEANU Eugeniu; SECRIERU Vitalie;
DOROGAN Andrei.

Institution Technical University of Moldova
Patent no. Pending patent application

Description EN

The device is consisted of a temperature sensor and a
block for controlling the heater. The device operation is
based on temperature measurement of substitute soil and
control of low voltage heater. Thus, the overheat of trees
grafting region is excluded and the maintenance
dynamics of the treatment temperature is provided. The
device is manufactured based on ATmega
microcontroller and a DS18B20 digital sensor. It is
equipped also with a keyboard with Q-touch technology.
It tracks the break and shortcuts for the heater circuit
with light and sound alert signal output. It offers the
possibility of autonomous operation or as a part of a
local network.

Class no. 5, 10

MD.11.

Title
The development of children’s cognitive abilities by
the new concepts of book editions with interactive

elements
Authors Cristina Grati, Viorica Cazac, Igor Vlas, Ion Osoba
Institution Technical University of Moldova
Patent no. -

Description EN
The interest and steps accorded to the continuous

improving of educational quality, for the personal
formation of children which includes the project
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“Creation of book editions with interactive elements for
the development of children’s cognitive abilities” is  in
the real focus  of users and bookmakers, who are
involved in provision of cognitive values in touch with
aesthetics and intelligence.
The aestetic and constructive concept of the congnitive
ensemble for children consists of: a book edition for
children based on the development of cognitive abilities
by different methods materialized in games for children
with an obvious description of all the necessary steps to
be realized  and all the particular interactive elements;
the kit of interactive engraved wooden elements, the kit
of interactive polychrome wooden elements which
would be integrated and a wooden pen in a shape of
laser cut and engraved book edition.

Class no.

MD.12.

Title
The assurance and maintaining of interest towards books
by intelligent strategies of their promotion

Authors Ina Moroșanu, Viorica Cazac, Alexandra Osoba
Institution Technical University of Moldova
Patent no.

Description
EN

The survey presents the aesthetic and  constructive concept
of  a specialized book promotion magazine sorted by styles
and themes. Each category of a book edition is defined by the
promotional outgoing element of a category incorporated in a
page. This allows to define the group of categories of book
editions, being a leading element and a bookmark in the same
time.


